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Abortion

Administration of Justice
Rights forfeiture and punishment / Wellman, Christopher Heath, author. New York, NY : Oxford University Press [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection HV7419 .W445 2017

Administrative Law
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5640 .A923 2017

Structured to fail?: regulatory performance under competing mandates / Carrigan, Christopher, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF5407 .C37 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KF5423 .H36 2017

American Indian Law
TC Law Library ReserveKF209 .M54x 2017 no.20

TC Law Library General Collection KF8205 .F54 2017

Antitrust
TC Law Library General Collection KE1639 .F33x 2017
Antitrust (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection KJE6497 .Z35 2017

TC Law Library Reserve KF1649 .H672 2017

Bankruptcy

TC Law Library Reserve KF1524.3 .E67 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KF1544 .R464x 2017
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection) Soper

Biography

Benched: abortion, terrorists, drones, crooks, Supreme Court, Kennedy, Nixon, Demi Moore, and other tales from the life of a federal judge / Newman, Jon O. author. (Jon Ormond), Getzville, New York: William S Hein & Co Inc 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF373.N49 A3 2017

Business Organizations

TC Law Library Reserve KF1414.3 .H35 2016

Capacity & Disability

Capacity assessment and the law: problems and solutions / Purser, Kelly, author. Cham, Switzerland: Springer [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K637 .P87 2017

Citizenship

Citizenship in transnational perspective: Australia, Canada, and New Zealand / Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection JF801 .C58 2017

European citizenship after Brexit: freedom of movement and rights of residence / Mindus, Patricia, author. Cham, Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KJE5124 .M56 2017
Civil Practice & Procedure

TC Law Library General Collection KQC480 .O46 2017

Civil Rights

Civil liberties and human rights in twentieth-century Britain / Moores, Christopher, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KD4080 .M66 2017

Cybersurveillance in a post-Snowden world : balancing the fight against terrorism against fundamental rights / Durham, North Carolina : Carolina Academic Press [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K5480 .C93 2017

Commercial Law

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.17

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.18

Comparative Law

Realization of substantive law through legal proceedings / Tübingen, Germany : Mohr Siebeck [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K555 .R43 2017

Constitutional Law

TC Law Library General Collection KF4541 .G55 2017

Comparative constitutional law in Latin America / Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KG548 .C35 2017

 Constituents before assembly : participation, deliberation, and representation in the crafting of new constitutions / Eisenstadt, Todd A. author. Cambridge, UK ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3165 .E37 2017

TC Law Library Reserve KF4550.Z9 B35 2017

TC Law Library General Collection K3165 .V64 2017

Constitutions and gender / Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing [2017].
TC Law Library General Collection K3243 .C664 2017
Constitutional Law (cont’d)

Great cases that shaped the nation / Stein, Robert A. [Place of publication not identified] : publisher not identified [2017?] 3rd edition.
TC Law Library Reserve KF101.8 .S74x 2017
TC Law Library Rare Books (Faculty Collection) Stein
Judicial approach to the interpretation of the constitutions in Nigeria, Australia, Canada and India / Ijaya, Hakeem Olasunkanmi, author. Lagos, Nigeria : Malthouse Press [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K3165 .I33 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K457.R6 D35 2017
The democratic constitution : experimentalism and interpretation / Butler, Brian E., author. Chicago : The University of Chicago Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF4541 .B985 2017
Transformative constitutionalism in Latin America : the emergence of a new IUS Commune / Oxford, United Kingdom : Oxford University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KG548 .T73x 2017

Courts

TC Law Library General Collection JK275 .F45 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KFF512 .S593 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KG736.A5 A49 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF8700 .P674 2017

Criminal Law & Procedure

TC Law Library Reserve KF9619 .C47x 2017
TC Law Library Reserve KF9619 .L342 2017
Criminal Law & Procedure (cont'd)

Handling internal investigations: best practices for investigating alleged fraud, bribery, regulatory noncompliance, and other types of corporate wrongdoing / Saint Paul, Minnesota: Minnesota Continuing Legal Education [2017]
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.21

TC Law Library General Collection KJK3974 .A94 2017

Data Protection

Data localization laws and policy: the EU data protection international transfers restriction through a cloud computing lens / Hon, W. Kuan, author. Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KJE6071 .H66 2017

TC Law Library General Collection JF1525.I6 H455 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KF390.5.C6 F35 2017

Privacy as virtue: moving beyond the individual in the age of Big Data / Sloot, Bart van der, author. Cambridge: Intersentia 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3264.C65 S56 2017

TC Law Library General Collection K3264.C65 P757 2017

Courts, privacy and data protection in the digital environment / Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar Publishing Limited [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KJE1626.A7 C68 2017

Discrimination

TC Law Library General Collection KJP2467.W65 H38 2017

Dispute Resolution

International arbitration and private international law / Bermann, George A. Leiden: Brill [2017].
TC Law Library General Collection K2400 .B47x 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KNQ1829 .C44 2017
Domestic Relations

Same-sex marriage and the Constitution / Gerstmann, Evan, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017 Third edition.
TC Law Library General Collection KF539 .G47 2017

Law and the family in Ireland, 1800-1950 / London : Palgrave 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KDK200 .L39 2017

Election Law

TC Law Library Reserve KF4886 .T65x 2017

Environmental Law

TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .R57 2016

TC Law Library General Collection K3585.5 .B63 2017

Law and policy for a new economy : sustainable, just, and democratic / Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K3585 .L39 2017

European Union

EU law stories : contextual and critical histories of European jurisprudence / Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KJE958 .E885 2017

Framing the subjects and objects of contemporary EU law / Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KJE947 .F734 2017

Evidence

TC Law Library General Collection KF8935 .R642x 2017

Government & Politics

TC Law Library General Collection KZ2093 .B33 2017

The federal idea : public law between governance and political life / Oxford ; Hart Publishing An imprint of Bloomsbury Publishing Plc 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3185 .F427 2017
Government Information

TC Law Library General Collection JK468.S4 F76 2017

Health Law & Policy

TC Law Library General Collection HG9396 .S254 2017

Human Rights

Australian Charters of Rights a decade on / Annandale, N.S.W. The Federation Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KU2095 .A97x 2017

Climate change, migration and human rights : law and policy perspectives / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3585.5 .C5557 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KZ7220 .D46 2017

Drug control and human rights in international law / Lines, Richard, 1965- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3641 .L56 2017

Human rights in business : removal of barriers to access to justice in the European Union / Milton Park, Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KJE1635 .H86 2017

Human rights policies in Chile : the unfinished struggle for truth and justice / Borzutzky, Silvia, author. Cham, Switzerland : Palgrave Macmillan [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection JC599.C5 B67 2017

Religious freedom and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights / Lindkvist, Linde, 1985-, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3258 .L559 2017

Revisiting the law and governance of trafficking, forced labor and modern slavery / Cambridge, United kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K5297 .R48 2017

Rule of law, human rights and judicial control of power : some reflections from national and international law / Cham, Switzerland : Springer [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K3171 .R8495 2017

TC Law Library General Collection K3241 .S83 2017
Human Rights (cont’d)

TC Law Library General Collection K3240 .M3843 2017

The protection of vulnerable groups under international human rights law / Nifosi-Sutton, Ingrid, author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1266 .N54 2017

Indigenous Peoples

Indigenous peoples as subjects of international law / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3247 .I5245 2018

The protection of traditional cultural expressions in Africa / Nwauche, Enyinna S. Cham : Springer Verlag 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KQC370 .N82 2017

Intellectual Property

Form in intellectual property law / Booton, David, author. Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K1401 .B66 2017

Intellectual property rights and climate change : interpreting the TRIPS Agreement for environmentally sound technologies / Zhuang, Wei, 1986- author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; University Printing House Cambridge University Press is part of the University of Cambridge 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K1401 .Z489 2017

Remuneration of copyright owners : regulatory challenges of new business models / Berlin, Germany : Springer [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K1420.6 .R46 2017

Research handbook on intellectual property and the life sciences / Cheltenham, UK ; Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K1519.B54 R47 2017

International Law

Defense perspectives in international criminal justice / Cambridge, United kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KZ7408 .D444 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3405.C45 C46 2017

International law on Antarctic mineral resource exploitation / Wang, Runyu, author. Frankfurt am Main ; PL Academic Research is an imprint of Peter Lang GmbH [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KWX823.31988 .W36 2017
International Law (cont'd)

TC Law Library General Collection KZ3679 .J46 2017

The Australian pursuit of Japanese war criminals, 1943-1957 : from foe to friend / Aszkielowicz, Dean, author. Hong Kong Hong Kong University Press [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KZ1181 .A89 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KZ4017 .G35 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KZ186.2 .N45 2017

TC Law Library General Collection K3988.2.I4 B43 2017

Third-party countermeasures in international law / Dawidowicz, Martin, author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KZ4085 .D39 2017

Unrecognized states and secession in the 21st century / Cham, Switzerland : Springer [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection JZ4059 .U567 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KZ1256 .W46 2017

Islamic Law

TC Law Library General Collection KTA469.5 .A28 2017

Judges

The Achilles heel of democracy : judicial autonomy and the rule of law in Central America / Bowen, Rachel E., author. Cambridge, United Kingdom ; Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KG3495 .B69 2017

Jurisprudence

TC Law Library General Collection K247.6 .L83 2017

The pragmatic turn in law : inference and interpretation in legal discourse / Boston ; De Gruyter Mouton [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K487.L36 P73 2017
Labor & Employment Law

TC Law Library Reserve KF3464.Z9 P55 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KE3247 .O54 2017

Pregnancy accommodation and non-discrimination / edited by Marilyn Clark, Jenny Gassman-Pines & Steven Andrew Smith. Saint Paul, Minn. : Minnesota State Bar Association Continuing Legal Education [2017]
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.22

Religion, equality and employment in Europe : the case for reasonable accommodation / Alidadi, Katayoun, author. Oxford ; Hart Publishing 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KJC2945.R44 A84 2017

Restatement of labour law in Europe / Oxford ; Hart Publishing 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KJC2855 .R47 2017

The complete employment lawyer's quick answer book / Saint Paul, Minnesota : Minnesota Continuing Legal Education [2017]
TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.23

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.19

Vulnerability and the legal organization of work / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K1705 .V85 2018

Law—Israel

Jewish and Israeli law : an introduction / Shetreet, Shimon, author. Berlin ; De Gruyter [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KMK68 .S54 2017

Law—Switzerland

Die Rechtsquellen des Kantons Thurgau. Basel : Schwabe Verlag 2017-
TC Law Library General Collection (GENW) KKW7702 .R43x

Legal Education

TC Law Library Reserve KF287 .M38 2017

TC Law Library Reserve KF283 .G75x 2017
Legal Education (cont’d)

Re-thinking legal education under the civil and common law : a road map for constructive change / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K100 .R48 2018

Legal History

Taming the past : essays on law in history and history in law / Gordon, Robert W. 1941- author. (Robert Watson), Cambridge, United Kingdom ; New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF352 .G67 2017

Legal Profession

TC Law Library Reserve KF297 .L49 2017

The legal technology guidebook / Williams, Kimberly, author. Cham, Switzerland : Springer [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection KF320.A9 W55 2017

Legal Research, Writing & Publishing

TC Law Library Reserve KF245 .A45 2017

TC Law Library Reference Office KFK1275 .H55 2017

TC Law Library Reference Office PN171.F56 P83 2017

Literature & the Arts

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3573.O642 B37 2017

Billions. Hollywood, California : Paramount [2016]

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3618.O838 C65 2017

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3569.C725 E95 2017

Joyce in court : James Joyce and the law / Hardiman, Adrian, author. London : Head of Zeus [2017]
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR6019.O9 Z575x 2017
Literature & the Arts (cont’d)

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) K38 .L394 2017
TC Law Library Rare Books (Reference) K38 .L394 2017

Little boy lost / Trafford, J. D., author. Seattle, WA : Thomas & Mercer [2017]
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PS3620.R345 L58 2017

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR6070.R366 P46 2017

Striking out. Silver Spring, MD : Acorn [2017]
TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LARTW) PN1992.77 .S77x 2017

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR6063.I457 L66 2017

TC Law Library Literature and the Arts (LART) PR830.D4 E395 2017

National Security

National security secrecy : comparative effects on democracy and the rule of law / Setty, Sudha N., author. Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection K3263 .S48 2017

Property

TC Law Library General Collection KLB641 .G36 2017

Religion

Law, religion, and health in the United States / New York, NY, USA : Cambridge University Press 2017
TC Law Library General Collection KF4783 .L387 2017

Remedies

TC Law Library General Collection KF9010 .H37 2017

Reproductive Technology

TC Law Library Reserve KF3830 .V38 2017
**Rule of Law**


**Science & Technology**

TC Law Library General Collection K487.T4 G67 2017

**Securities Regulation**

TC Law Library Reserve KF1439 .H39 2017

**Sexuality & the Law**

Queering international law : possibilities, alliances, complicities, risks / Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge 2018
TC Law Library General Collection K3242.3 .Q45 2018

**Special Collections**

What we must remember : linked poems / Passion, Christy, author. Honolulu, HI : Bamboo Ridge Press [2017]
TC Law Library Rare Books (Darrow Collection) PS3616.A862 W43 2017

**State & Local Law**

TC Law Library General Collection KFW2478 .R355 2017

**Trade Regulation**

Credit ratings and market over-reliance : an international legal analysis / De Pascalis, Francesco, author. Leiden ; Brill Nijhoff [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K1114.7 .D4 2017

**Transitional Justice**

Research handbook on transitional justice / Cheltenham, UK : Edward Elgar Publishing [2017]
TC Law Library General Collection K5250 .R468 2017

**Trials**

TC Law Library General Collection HV9468.G75 R33 2017
Trials (cont’d)

Political trials in theory and history / Cambridge, United Kingdom : Cambridge University Press 2016
TC Law Library General Collection K543.P6 P656 2016

Wills, Trusts & Estates

TC Law Library Reserve KF209 .M54x 2017 no.16

Women

TC Law Library General Collection KH136.W64 P53 2017

TC Law Library General Collection KF478 .C495 2016

Gendering human security in Afghanistan : in a time of western intervention / Walter, Ben, author. Abingdon, Oxon ; Routledge an imprint of the Taylor & Francis Group 2017
TC Law Library General Collection JC599.A3 W35 2017